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ABSTRACT
Most of the hairpin, internal and junction loops that
appear single-stranded in standard RNA secondary
structures form recurrent 3D motifs, where non-
Watson–Crick base pairs play a central role. Non-
Watson–Crick base pairs also play crucial roles in
tertiary contacts in structured RNA molecules. We
previously classified RNA base pairs geometrically
so as to group together those base pairs that are
structurally similar (isosteric) and therefore able to
substitute for each other by mutation without dis-
rupting the 3D structure. Here, we introduce a quan-
titative measure of base pair isostericity, the
IsoDiscrepancy Index (IDI), to more accurately
determine which base pair substitutions can poten-
tially occur in conserved motifs. We extract and
classify base pairs from a reduced-redundancy set
of RNA 3D structures from the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) and calculate centroids (exemplars) for each
base combination and geometric base pair type
(family). We use the exemplars and IDI values to
update our online Basepair Catalog and the
Isostericity Matrices (IM) for each base pair family.
From the database of base pairs observed in 3D
structures we derive base pair occurrence frequen-
cies for each of the 12 geometric base pair families.
In order to improve the statistics from the 3D struc-
tures, we also derive base pair occurrence frequen-
cies from rRNA sequence alignments.
INTRODUCTION
In previous works we proposed that base pair isostericity
is a key concept for understanding RNA 3D structure,
sequence variation and evolution. In addition to the
canonical Watson–Crick (WC) base pairs forming RNA
secondary structure, a signiﬁcant fraction of bases in
structured RNAs form non-Watson–Crick (non-WC)
base pairs. We classiﬁed the base pairs found in RNA
3D structures according to the interacting edges, WC,
Hoogsteen or Sugar Edges, and the relative orientations
of the glycosidic bonds, cis or trans, and found that essen-
tially all base pairs can be classiﬁed into 12 distinct geo-
metric families (1,2). The families are named descriptively
and unambiguously by giving the interacting edges and
the glycosidic-bond orientations. For example, the canon-
ical WC pairs belong to the cis WC/WC geometric family
(abbreviated cWW). We also proposed qualitative criteria
to group base pairs into isosteric subsets, represented
by an Isostericity Matrix (IM) for each geometric family
(1). By these criteria, base pairs that are isosteric always
belong to the same geometric family, but not all base
pairs in the same family are isosteric. The base pair clas-
siﬁcation provides a conceptual framework to apply
to important bioinformatics challenges, including (i) pre-
diction of secondary structures from sequence and bio-
chemical probing data, (ii) modeling of 3D structures
and (iii) structural alignment of homologous RNA
sequences.
A major motivation for developing the isostericity con-
cept was to deﬁne criteria for identifying sequence covari-
ations in conserved RNA 3D motifs, in analogy to
covariation analysis for WC paired canonical helices. It
is widely appreciated that covariation analysis of suﬃ-
ciently diverged homologous RNA sequences provides
the most accurate predictions of their shared, conserved
secondary structure. Covariation is based on the mutual
isostericity of the canonical WC base pairs, AU, UA, GC
and CG. Thus, only mutations that produce isosteric base
pairs (or near isosteric, in the case of GU wobble pairs)
are accepted by natural selection in conserved RNA
helices. In previous work, we proposed that isostericity
should also apply to non-WC base pairs and the conserved
3D motifs they compose (1,2). Most 3D motifs comprise
one or more non-WC base pairs, occurring in a precise
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teric and near isosteric base substitutions in 3D motifs are
more likely to be accepted during evolution. Conversely,
base substitutions that disrupt non-WC base pairs are
more likely to distort 3D motif structure and interfere
with function, and therefore are less likely to be main-
tained during evolution.
In the ﬁrst section of this article, we update our
Basepair Catalog by including 3D structures that have
appeared since the last compilation and select exemplars
(centroids) for each base combination and base pair
family. We review the qualitative criteria previously intro-
duced to identify isosteric base pairs and apply them to
develop a quantitative measure of isostericity, which we
call the IsoDiscrepancy Index (IDI). We calculate the IDI
between selected sets of base pairs extracted from 3D
structures to empirically set IDI thresholds for clustering
isosteric or near isosteric base pairs. Using the exemplars,
we calculate the IDI between all base combinations within
and between each base pair family and provide these data
in a variety of formats, including revised IM.
In the second section, we obtain base pair occurrence
frequencies from a representative (reduced-redundancy)
set of 3D RNA structures. For the cWW geometric
family, which includes the canonical WC base pairs,
atomic resolution 3D structures provide many base pair
instances from which to estimate occurrence frequencies,
but for most non-WC base pair families, the structure data
are more limited, in spite of the multi-fold expansion of
the RNA 3D structure database in recent years. However,
large numbers of rRNA sequences, homologous to the 5S,
16S and 23S rRNA molecules that have been solved by X-
ray crystallography, are publicly available in sequence
databases (3,4). This presents the opportunity to leverage
the structure data to obtain base pair occurrence frequen-
cies from sequences. However, sequence data must be used
carefully because sequence alignments are not uniformly
reliable across the length of the RNA. Therefore, in the
third section of the article, we construct base pair align-
ments of the available rRNA 3D structures of Escherichia
coli, Thermus thermophilus and Haloarcula marismortui,t o
identify 3D motifs that are conserved and that can be used
to obtain base pair frequencies from sequences. This is
done in the fourth section of the article.
In summary, the goals of this article are: (i) to introduce
a quantitative measure for the geometric similarity of base
pairs, the IDI; (ii) to estimate the occurrence frequencies
of all base pairs, WC and non-WC, from 3D structures
and sequence data and (iii) to apply the IDI to evaluate
the relevance of geometric similarity at the base pair level
to understand base pair substitutions in homologous
RNA structures.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Datasets
Atomic-resolution X-ray crystal structures, containing
RNA and having resolution<4.0A ˚ , were obtained
in Protein Data Bank (PDB) format from the PDB
(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/) (5,6). PDB ﬁles were
downloaded, as they were made available, up to
February 2008. The PDB does not use versioning—new
ﬁle IDs are assigned to corrected structures submitted by
authors. Aligned sequences of 5S rRNAs were obtained
from the Rfam database (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/
Software/Rfam/) (version 6.1) (3). Sequence alignments
for 16S and 23S rRNAs were downloaded in January
2007 from the European Ribosomal RNA Database (4)
accessed at http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/
rRNA/. This database provides no versioning.
Software
We used MATLAB version 7.5.0.338 (R2007b) for pro-
gram development, Canvas X for annotations of motifs,
and Microsoft Excel for tables. PDB ﬁles were analyzed
and classiﬁed using the ‘Find RNA 3D’ (FR3D) program
(7) available at http://rna.bgsu.edu/FR3D/. To eliminate
redundant sequences from sequence alignments we used
the SeqQR program (8) obtained from http://www.
scs.uiuc.edu/ schulten/software/.
Statistical analyses
Data were analyzed using a MacBook (Mac OS X) with
an Intel Core Duo running at 2GHz and with 2GB of
RAM along with a Dell Optiplex GX280 with two Intel
Pentium 4 processors running at 3.4GHz and with 1GB
of RAM.
Selection of non-redundantsequences forbase pair analysis
The 16S and 23S rRNA sequence alignments were used as
downloaded. The 5S rRNA sequence alignments were fur-
ther reﬁned manually by comparison with the 3D struc-
ture (Stombaugh, unpublished results). For the 5S, 16S
and 23S rRNA sequence alignments, we wrote a Matlab
program to identify the most complete sequence for each
species. To reduce the sequence redundancy, we employed
the SeqQR program, using a sequence identity cutoﬀ of
95%, gap scale of 0.5 and norm value of 2 to ﬁlter redun-
dant sequences (8). The ﬁnal sequence alignments com-
prise 717 16S sequences, 136 23S sequences and 101 5S
sequences (Supplementary Data S1–S3).
Selecting areduced-redundancy set ofPDB files
foranalysis
The RNA-containing 3D structures deposited with the
PDB contain multiple versions of some RNA structures
(e.g. 1ﬀk, 1jj2 and 1s72 are all 3D structures of the
H. marismortui 23S rRNA). We identiﬁed classes of
redundant structures by sequence alignment and structure
superposition, as follows: ﬁrst, we performed pairwise
Needleman–Wunsch alignments of the RNA sequences
represented in each 3D structure ﬁle with the sequences
in every other ﬁle. If structures X and Y have more than
95% sequence identity, they were labeled redundant
sequences and binned together. If structures X and Y as
well as structures Y and Z have redundant sequences,
then X and Z were also labeled redundant. This extension
by transitivity gives classes of structures sharing a
certain level of sequence redundancy. Within this class
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Geometric Discrepancy measure (7), to verify that the
structures share the same geometry. This may split
a class into smaller classes. Within each class, we manu-
ally selected the most representative, highest resolution
structure for inclusion in the ﬁnal, reduced-redundancy
set. The 304 PDB ﬁles obtained by this procedure and
used in subsequent analysis are listed in Supplementary
Data S4.
Calculating basepair exemplars
To identify the exemplar or centroid for a particular base
pair and base combination, we ﬁrst ﬁnd all instances in a
reduced-redundancy set of the PDB using the RNA ana-
lysis program, FR3D (7). Supposing there are P such base
pairs, we calculate the P P matrix M of geometric dis-
crepancies between each pair of base pairs. We previously
deﬁned the Geometric Discrepancy to score RNA 3D
motifs according to geometric similarity (7). For pairs of
bases, our Geometric Discrepancy is essentially identical
to that deﬁned by Gendron and Major (9). As the
Geometric Discrepancy is a symmetric relation, we only
need to calculate half the entries in the matrix M. We sum
each row of M and choose the row with the lowest sum to
ﬁnd the instance whose total distance to all other instances
of this base pair is the smallest. We call this instance the
exemplar. Note that each exemplar is an actual base pair
from an experimental structure.
Constructionof rRNA 3Dstructural alignments
The FR3D program suite was used to extract base pairs
from the selected 3D ﬁles of the 5S, 16S and 23S rRNAs of
E. coli [PDBs: 2avy, 2aw7, 2aw4 and 2awb (10)], T. ther-
mophilus [PDBs: 1j5e (11), 2j00, 2j01, 2j02 and 2j03 (12),
2ow8 and 1vsa (13)] and H. marismortui [PDB: 1s72 (14)].
The base pair lists generated by FR3D for homologous
structures were aligned horizontally to identify conserved
base pair positions. Base pairs are listed in the alignments
in the 50 to 30 direction, indexed by the residue number of
the nucleotide in each base pair which is closest to the
50-end (the ‘ﬁrst’ base of the base pair). Two independent
research groups have crystallized the 70S ribosome of
T. thermophilus, and the nucleotide numbering is not
always consistent between them, so an extra column was
added to the 5S, 16S and 23S rRNA 3D alignments to
indicate the PDB ﬁle from which each base pair was
taken. The nucleotide numbering between the E. coli
and T. thermophilus structures is also not entirely consis-
tent. Therefore, corresponding positions were identiﬁed
and aligned by local 3D structure superpositions carried
out using the secondary structure as a guide. When a base
pair was identiﬁed by FR3D in one structure but not in
another, the 3D structures were examined manually to
resolve the discrepancy. When the corresponding bases
were observed to be close to forming the base pair type
found in the other structure(s), the base pair was manually
inserted into the 3D structural alignment. The correspond-
ing cells in the alignment were colored tan to indicate
manual intervention. Once the alignment was complete,
columns were added to the alignment to indicate the
location of each base pair in the secondary structure.
Hairpin and internal loops are numbered according to
the adjacent helix or helices. The base pair types were
color-coded by base pair family to facilitate visual analy-
sis. An indexing column is provided to allow for restoring
the alignment to its original order. The IDI for aligned
base pairs from E. coli and T. thermophilus rRNA 3D
structures was calculated in two ways: using the corre-
sponding exemplar base pairs and using the actual base
pairs observed in the structures. Since this is a composite
alignment, created by consulting two or more PDB ﬁles
for each organism, the IDI was calculated for each E. coli
PDB ﬁle versus each T. thermophilus PDB ﬁle and the
reported value is the median of these IDIs. The complete
3D alignments for 5S, 16S and 23S rRNA are provided as
MS Excel ﬁles to allow the reader to manipulate the data
as desired in Supplementary Data S9.
Estimation ofconfidence intervals for basepair
frequencies from sequences
Estimation of base pair frequencies from sequence align-
ments is described in the section ‘Base pair frequencies
from rRNA’. We determined the conﬁdence intervals for
the frequency estimates based on these considerations:
Suppose we were to repeat the estimation of base pair
frequencies from a 3D structural alignment of two other
homologous, but evolutionarily distant, large structured
RNA molecules and the corresponding sequence align-
ment. How much variability can we expect to observe in
the resulting base pair frequency estimates, given N
instances of a particular base pair family in the 3D struc-
tures and S sequences in the alignment? These do not con-
stitute N
 S independent observations of base pair
combinations from this family because of the high
degree of conservation observed in many of the columns
of the rRNA sequence alignment. For this reason, we
cannot simply use standard techniques to calculate simul-
taneous conﬁdence intervals for multinomial probabilities
based on N
 S observations. Instead, we simulated the
eﬀect of the conservation down the columns by perform-
ing a bootstrap procedure. Using the trans WC/Hoogsteen
(tWH) base pair family as an example, we randomly
selected N=95 tWH locations, with replacement, from
among the 95 tWH base pairs in the conserved core, to
simulate repeating the experiment with diﬀerent RNA
molecules. We calculated the frequency of each of the 10
possible tWH base combinations, and then repeated this
sampling 10
6 times. This gives a good idea of the statistical
variability to expect in the estimated frequencies. Then
we found the 10 intervals, each of which covers 99.48%
of the calculated proportions for one base combination,
that simultaneously cover all 10 estimated proportions
95% of the time. The same procedure was followed with
all other geometric families, except cis Hoogsteen/
Hoogsteen (cHH), which has only two observations in
the conserved core; there we used Quesenberry simulta-
neous conﬁdence intervals for multinomial probabilities
(15). Note that the number of possible base combinations
depends on the base pair family.
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Non-WC base pairs andtheir occurrences in 3D structures
The geometric families, their abbreviations and symbols
for annotating them in secondary structure diagrams are
given in Table 1. To specify a base pair it is necessary to
give the base combination (e.g. AU, GU, AG, etc.), as well
as the geometric family. Thus, cWW UA and tWH UA are
diﬀerent base pairs even though they entail the same base
combination, UA.
Analysis using FR3D (7) of the 3D rRNA structures
of the 70S ribosomes of E. coli and T. thermophilus and
the 50S subunit of H. marismortui shows that  59% of
all bases form canonical WC base pairs, including 7%
that form a WC base pair and at least one non-WC base
pair (Table 2). Of the remaining bases, approximately half
(i.e. 20% of all bases) form one or more non-WC base
pairs. Thus, a signiﬁcant fraction (27%) of rRNA bases
form non-WC base pairs. Furthermore, Table 2 shows
that most of the remaining bases, none of which form
base pairs, interact with other nucleotides through base-
stacking or base-phosphate interactions.
Base pair exemplars and online base pair catalog. To
compare base pairs between and within geometric
families, we have identiﬁed a single representative, called
the exemplar, for each base combination (i.e. AA, AC,
AG,...,UU) that makes a pair in a given geometric
Table 1. The 12 geometric families of RNA base pairs
Each geometric base pair family is deﬁned by the interacting edges of the bases and the relative orientation of the
glycosidic bonds (columns 2-4). Abbreviations and symbols for representing each base pair family in text and secondary
structures are shown in columns 5 and 6. Column 7 shows an abstract representation of each family using triangles
to represent the bases, where the hypotenuse represents the Hoogsteen edge. The shaded cells denote base pairs in the
cis orientation.
Nucleic Acids Research,2009, Vol.37, No. 7 2297family as described in the ‘Materials and methods’ section.
Thus, distinct exemplars were identiﬁed for cWW GC,
cWW UA, tWH UA, etc. The base pair exemplars, orga-
nized by geometric family, are available online in the
BGSU Basepair Catalog (http://rna.bgsu.edu/FR3D/
basepairs/). Each base pair exemplar is the centroid of
the collection of base pair instances of the same type
and, as such, is an actual instance, not an average of
some kind. While the instances of a particular base pair
may show a wide range of variation, including twist and
buckle, the exemplar is typically quite planar. For some
base pairs, very few instances have been observed, and the
automated procedure described above may not return the
best instance of the base pair, so some base pairs are man-
ually curated, either by selecting a particular instance or
by substituting a modeled base pair where necessary.
These cases are noted in the online Basepair Catalog.
Predicted base pairs observed in new structures. In the last
compilation of base pairs, published in 2002 (1), we
reported observations in new structures of several base
pairs predicted in earlier compilations (16,17) and, in
turn, predicted a number of additional base pairs, which
had not yet been observed in 3D structures. A measure of
the usefulness and generality of the geometric base pair
classiﬁcation is its ability to predict the occurrences and
geometries of new base pairs. Thus, we carried out an
exhaustive search of the current structure database to
identify new base pair instances. This search produced
examples for almost all remaining predicted base pairs.
The new experimental instances were compared to the
predicted base pairs and in most cases, the observed
H-bonding patterns and approximate C10–C10 distances
agree (Supplementary Table S5). We found one or more
examples in 3D structures of several predicted base pairs:
three cWS, tWS and cSS base pairs, two cHS and one tSS
base pair. Furthermore, evidence that these base pairs
occur in structured RNAs was found by analyzing
alignments of 5S, 16S and 23S rRNA sequences at
positions where the geometric family is conserved between
the E. coli and T. thermophilus 3D structures, as will
be described in more detail below in the section
‘Determination of base pair frequencies within
geometric families from rRNA multiple sequence align-
ments’. The frequencies at which these newly observed
base pairs occur, as inferred from sequence alignments,
range from 0.1% to 2.2%, where the percentages refer
to the fraction of base pairs in the geometric family to
which each base pair belongs. The frequencies from
sequence alignments of the newly observed base pairs
are also given in Supplementary Table S5. At this point,
there are only four predicted base pairs for which we have
yet to ﬁnd instances in structures: cWH AU and CU and
tWS CU and UU. Sequence analysis indicates these are
very rare, if they occur at all, with occurrence frequencies
<0.3% in each case.
The IsoDiscrepancy Index (IDI). In this section we
review criteria for base pair isostericity and propose and
evaluate a quantitative measure, the IDI.
Definition. While all base pairs belonging to the same
family are geometrically similar, they are not necessarily
identical or isosteric. To compare base pairs within and
between families, we propose a quantitative measure of
base pair isostericity, the IDI, which we deﬁne by analogy
to the Geometric Discrepancy, a measure for the geomet-
ric similarity between two RNA motifs, that we previously
developed to compare RNA motifs for geometric searches
(7). The IDI quantiﬁes those attributes of a base pair that
aﬀect its ability to substitute for another base pair without
disturbing the geometry of the backbone. The IDI was
designed so that two base pairs with suﬃciently low IDI
can be considered isosteric, as will be discussed in the sec-
tion ‘Validation of the IDI’.
Note that while the position of the backbone is, of
course, of great importance to RNA structure, it does
not seem to be of primary importance when considering
base pair substitutions. Indeed the same base pair (i.e. the
same base combination and the same geometric family) in
two diﬀerent contexts can show a great deal of variation
by RMSD of its backbone atoms, while the base pair itself
looks the same in these diﬀerent contexts. In particular, in
some cases, a base may form a speciﬁc base pair by adopt-
ing the syn conformation, with concomitant dramatic
changes in the sugar-phosphate backbone. Our notion of
isostericity allows us to identify base combinations that
could substitute for one another without disturbing the
backbone, no matter what the context.
Therefore, we focus on the ribose glycosidic carbon
atoms, C10, and the base atoms to which they are
bonded, N1 for pyrimidines and N9 for purines. The posi-
tions of the C10 atoms are most constrained by being
directly connected to the bases and the backbone, so we
calculate C10–C10 distance between base paired nucleo-
tides (18). In previous work, we qualitatively deﬁned two
base pairs as isosteric when three conditions are met: (i)
the C10–C10 distances in the two pairs are nearly identical;
(ii) the corresponding bases form hydrogen bonds between
equivalent atoms and (iii) the bases in each pair are related
by nearly identical rotation matrices. Now we translate
these three criteria into quantitative terms as shown in
Figure 1, using base pairs that diﬀer suﬃciently by one
of these criteria to be non-isosteric. For criterion 1,
Table 2. Fraction of nucleotides in the 5S, 16S and 23S rRNA 3D
structures of E. coli (PDB ﬁles: 2aw4 and 2avy) and T. thermophilus
(PDB ﬁles: 2j01 and 1j5e) and the 5S and 23S rRNAs of H. marismortui
(PDB ﬁle: 1s72) that form cWW and non-cWW base pairs, base-stack-
ing and base–phosphate interactions
Bases forming base pairs
cWW base pairs and no non-cWW base pair 52%
cWW base pairs and at least one non-cWW base pairs 7%
At least one non-cWW base pairs and no cWW base pairs 20%
Bases forming other interactions (no base pairing)
Base-stacking and base–phosphate interaction 13%
Base–stacking only 3%
Base–phosphate only 1%
Bases forming no RNA–RNA interactions 4%
Total 100%
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denote by  c the diﬀerence in the C10–C10 distances. Next,
for each base pair, we designate a ‘ﬁrst’ and ‘second’ base.
We translate the second base pair so that the N1/N9 atom
of its ﬁrst base coincides with the N1/N9 atom of the ﬁrst
base of the ﬁrst base pair, then rotate the second base pair
so that the glycosidic bonds of the ﬁrst bases of each pair
coincide, and ﬁnally rotate about the glycosidic bond to
make the ﬁrst bases co-planar, with the WC edges aligned.
We say that the ﬁrst bases are now in the same orientation.
We next project the second bases onto the plane deﬁned
by the ﬁrst bases. For criterion 2, we calculate the distance
in the plane between the C10 atoms of the second bases
when the ﬁrst bases have the same orientation, denoting
this by t1. For criterion 3, we distinguish two cases: Case 1
holds when the second bases can be brought into the
same orientation by a rotation in the plane, for example
when calculating the IDI for a cWW and a cWS base pair.
The angle of rotation is denoted  1 and given in radians.
Next we translate and rotate to bring the second bases
of each base pair into the same orientation and calculate
t2 and  2 relative to the ﬁrst bases. The distances t1 and
t2 are, in general, diﬀerent, so we calculate both and aver-
age them in the equations. For Case 1, we average the
angles of rotation in the plane,  1 and  2, because they
are not the same. We now calculate the IDI using this
equation:
Case 1 equation:
IDI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 c2 þ
1
2
t2
1 þ t2
2
  
þ
1
2
ð2 1Þ
2 þð 2 2Þ
2       s
It is not always possible to bring the second bases into
the same orientation by rotating in the plane. For exam-
ple, when calculating the IDI for a cWW and a tWW
base pair, the second base of the second base pair must
be ﬂipped 1808 (  radians) about an axis in the plane
to bring it into the same orientation as the second base
of the ﬁrst base pair. This is Case 2 and the IDI is cal-
culated with this equation:
Case 2 equation: IDI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 c2 þ
1
2
t2
1 þ t2
2
  
þ 3  ðÞ
2
   s
Note that the rotation angle in Case 1 is multiplied by
the coeﬃcient 2. We can interpret 2 1 as the arc length,
in A ˚ ngstroms, that an atom 2A ˚ from the N1/N9 atom
would move when the base is rotated through the angle
 1. This gives an indication of the eﬀect that rotation has
on the sugar ring of the nucleotide, and thus on the back-
bone itself. Thus, the IDI has units of A ˚ ngstroms, and
measures on a single scale the various ways in which one
base pair may diﬀer from another in its eﬀect on the back-
bone. The angle coeﬃcient in Case 2 is larger, reﬂecting
the greater eﬀect of accomplishing a 1808 rotation
(  radians) of a base about the glycosidic bond. Third,
because we calculate the shift and rotation angle twice,
the IDI is symmetric with respect to the order that the
base pairs are speciﬁed. Thus, the IDI between AG
cWW and AG tHS is the same as between AG tHS and
AG cWW or between GA cWW and GA tSH, but is not
the same as between AG cWW and GA tSH.
Validation of the IDI. A quantitative measure of isoste-
ricity must be sensitive to structural diﬀerences between
Figure 1. Representation of the three contributions to the IDI illustrated
using non-isosteric base pairs. To calculate the IDI for two base pairs, the
bases designated ‘ﬁrst base’ in each base pair are superposed (bases on the
left in each panel) and then the following three quantities are evaluated,
normalized and summed: (1) The diﬀerence,  c, in the intra-base pair
C10–C10 distances, illustrated for two non-isosteric cWW base pairs, AG
and AU. (2) The inter-base pair C10–C10 distance, t1, between the C10
atoms of the second bases of the base pairs, illustrated for the near isos-
teric cWW AU and AC base pairs. We also calculate the corresponding
distance t2 after ﬁrst superposing the second bases of the base pairs. (3)
The angle,  , about an axis perpendicular to the base pair plane, required
to superpose the second bases, illustrated using non-isosteric cWW AU
and cWS AU base pairs. For some pairs of base pairs, a 1808 rotation
(ﬂip) about an axis in the base pair plane is required to superpose the
second bases (case not shown).
Nucleic Acids Research,2009, Vol.37, No. 7 2299base pairs that are germane to their ability to substitute
for one another in 3D structures. We evaluated the IDI by
checking how it handles four distinct cases. First, the IDI
should be lowest between instances of the same base pair.
The upper-left panel of Figure 2 shows a histogram of the
IDI calculated between each distinct pair of base pair
instances of the same kind from 3D structures (i.e. GC
cWW with GC cWW, UA tWH with UA tWH, etc.).
The base pairs were drawn from the crystal structures in
the reduced-redundancy dataset having a resolution better
than 3.0A ˚ . At most 200 instances of each base combina-
tion from each geometric family were used to prevent the
cWW base pairs from dominating the histogram. When
more than 200 instances were available, 200 were selected
randomly. The distribution peaks at IDI= 0.6 and is
narrowly distributed as it should be when comparing iden-
tical base pairs, regardless of geometric family.
Second, a quantitative measure of isostericity should be
comparably low between base pairs classiﬁed as isosteric
by qualitative criteria. In the upper-right panel of Figure 2
we show the IDI calculated between combinations of 200
GC and 200 UA cWW base pairs from the same 3D
structures as described above. As in the ﬁrst panel, the
vast majority (over 96%) of comparisons result in an
IDI below 2.0 and the distribution peaks below 1.0 and
is similar in shape. Third, the IDI should be larger for base
pairs that are near isosteric and known to occasionally
substitute for one another. The lower-left panel of
Figure 2 shows the IDI between 200 GC cWW and 200
GU cWW base pairs. The peak of the histogram occurs to
the right of 2.0 and the distribution is largely non-over-
lapping with the distributions for isosteric or identical
base pairs in the upper panels of Figure 2. Finally, the
IDI should be largest for base pairs which are geometri-
cally dissimilar (non-isosteric). The lower-right panel of
Figure 2 shows the IDI between 200 GU cWW pairs
and 200 UG cWW pairs. This distribution peaks at
IDI= 4.5 and is largely non-overlapping with the
others in Figure 2. When base pairs from diﬀerent geo-
metric families are compared, even larger IDI values are
obtained, ranging up to 20. Histograms were also made
using base pairs extracted from structures with 2.0A ˚ or
better resolution. We observed that the corresponding IDI
distributions from the 2.0A ˚ and 3.0A ˚ data peak within
 0.2A ˚ of each other. As expected, the 2.0A ˚ IDI distribu-
tions were narrower, with full width at half height  0.5A ˚
vs.  0.8A ˚ for the 3.0A ˚ data. Based on these and similar
analyses for non-WC base pairs, we chose IDI threshold
Figure 2. Histograms of IDIs between sets of identical (upper left), isosteric (upper right), near isosteric (lower left) and non-isosteric (lower right)
base pair instances from the 3D structures in the reduced-redundancy dataset having better than 3.0A ˚ resolution. Upper left: IDIs calculated between
identical base pairs (i.e. GC cWW with GC cWW, UA tWH with UA tWH, etc.). Upper right: IDIs between 200 GC cWW and 200 UA cWW pairs.
Lower left: IDIs between 200 GC cWW and 200 GU cWW pairs. Lower right: IDIs between 200 GU cWW and 200 UG cWW pairs.
2300 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 7values 2.0 for isosteric base pairs and 2.0<IDI 3.3 for
near isosteric base pairs.
IsoDiscrepancy between pairs within the same geometric
family. In Table 3, we show the matrix of IDI scores cal-
culated between exemplars for each cWW base pair, color-
coded to show which base pairs are isosteric (IDI 2.0),
near isosteric (2.0<IDI 3.3) or non-isosteric (IDI>3.3).
The base pairs are grouped together in each matrix by IDI
score in blocks of isosteric or near isosteric base pairs.
Corresponding matrices for each of the other 11 base
pair families are provided in the Supplementary Table S6.
The IDI provides a quantitative measure to group base
pairs. The IDI is sensitive enough to distinguish isosteric
from near isosteric base pairs in the same geometric
family. The IDI clusters the standard WC base pairs
(cWW AU, UA, GC and CG) and the near isosteric
‘wobble’ pairs (cWW GU and AC and cWW UG and
CA) in distinct isosteric groups (IDI<1.0 within each
group). The canonical pairs are near isosteric to GU
and AC and to UG and CA (IDI: 2.1–2.8) but the GU
and AC are not isosteric to UG and CA (IDI: 4.5–5.0),
consistent with the qualitative classiﬁcation previously
described (1).
In the section ‘Conservation of base pair families and
isostericity in alignments of 3D structures’, we will evalu-
ate how well the IDI and the proposed IDI cutoﬀs account
for base pair substitutions observed in the 3D structures of
E. coli and T. thermophilus 5S, 16S and 23S rRNAs.
Average IsoDiscrepancy within and between base pair
families. We have calculated the average IDI between all
pairs of base pair exemplars in each family and between
families (Table 4). To prepare Table 4, the IDI was calcu-
lated between each base pair exemplar, i, in family X and
each base pair exemplar, j, in family Y, taking the order of
ﬁrst and second bases which minimizes the average IDI
between the families. Comparison of diagonal and oﬀ-
diagonal elements of the matrix in Table 4 shows that
the average IDI values within each family are smaller
than those calculated between families, indicating that
base pairs within each family are more similar to each
other than to base pairs in other families. Furthermore,
the IDI separates the geometric families into two distinct
groups. The ﬁrst group comprises cWW, tWH, cWS,
cHH, tHS and cSS and the second comprises tWW,
cWH, tWS, tHH, cHS and tSS. Base pair families belong-
ing to the same group are related by rotations and transla-
tions of one base relative to the other, the second base
within the plane of the ﬁrst base. Consequently, with
stereo-chemically identical nucleotides, the base pairs of
the ﬁrst group will lead to locally anti-parallel strands and
those of the second group to locally parallel strands (2). In
general, as previously noted (3), base pair families of one
group are structurally more similar to each other than to
families belonging to the other group.
4 4 IDI substitution tables. The information provided
in matrices of IDI values (Table 3 and Supplementary
Table 3. Matrix of IDI values for the cWW family
cWW Family LSW 2002 
isosteric groups
Updated 
isosteric groups Count CC UU CA UG UA AU GC CG GU AC UU CC UC CU AA GA AG AA
CC cWw I1.6 I1.6 8 0.00 2.37 4.49 5.06 5.30 5.39 5.56 5.49 6.25 5.91 4.31 3.02 8.25 7.97 9.77 8.86 8.82 9.05
UU cwW I1.6 I1.7 96 2.37 0.00 2.39 2.89 3.63 3.80 3.94 3.80 5.27 5.21 4.36 4.31 6.46 5.97 8.18 6.96 6.91 6.91
CA cWW I1.2 I1.2b 16 4.49 2.39 0.00 0.80 2.47 2.75 2.78 2.55 4.76 4.93 5.21 5.91 5.30 4.58 6.70 5.14 5.05 4.80
UG cWW I1.2 I1.2b 772 5.06 2.89 0.80 0.00 2.11 2.40 2.39 2.14 4.48 4.76 5.27 6.25 4.59 3.80 6.07 4.44 4.33 4.10
UA cWW I1.1 I1.1 2410 5.30 3.63 2.47 2.11 0.00 0.31 0.34 0.21 2.40 2.75 3.80 5.39 3.57 3.50 4.66 3.67 3.67 4.52
AU cWW I1.1 I1.1 2410 5.39 3.80 2.75 2.40 0.31 0.00 0.21 0.34 2.11 2.47 3.63 5.30 3.50 3.57 4.52 3.67 3.67 4.66
GC cWW I1.1 I1.1 7222 5.56 3.94 2.78 2.39 0.34 0.21 0.00 0.26 2.14 2.55 3.80 5.49 3.39 3.44 4.38 3.49 3.50 4.50
CG cWW I1.1 I1.1 7222 5.49 3.80 2.55 2.14 0.21 0.34 0.26 0.00 2.39 2.78 3.94 5.56 3.44 3.39 4.50 3.50 3.49 4.38
GU cWW i1.2 I1.2a 772 6.25 5.27 4.76 4.48 2.40 2.11 2.14 2.39 0.00 0.80 2.89 5.06 3.80 4.59 4.10 4.33 4.44 6.07
AC cWW i1.2 I1.2a 16 5.91 5.21 4.93 4.76 2.75 2.47 2.55 2.78 0.80 0.00 2.39 4.49 4.58 5.30 4.80 5.05 5.14 6.70
UU cWw I1.6 I1.7 96 4.31 4.36 5.21 5.27 3.80 3.63 3.80 3.94 2.89 2.39 0.00 2.37 5.97 6.46 6.91 6.91 6.96 8.18
CC cwW I1.6 I1.6 8 3.02 4.31 5.91 6.25 5.39 5.30 5.49 5.56 5.06 4.49 2.37 0.00 7.97 8.25 9.05 8.82 8.86 9.77
UC cWW I1.5 I1.5 12 8.25 6.46 5.30 4.59 3.57 3.50 3.39 3.44 3.80 4.58 5.97 7.97 0.00 1.53 2.71 2.25 2.33 3.77
CU cWW I1.5 I1.5 12 7.97 5.97 4.58 3.80 3.50 3.57 3.44 3.39 4.59 5.30 6.46 8.25 1.53 0.00 3.77 2.33 2.25 2.71
AA cWw I1.4 I1.4 3 9.77 8.18 6.70 6.07 4.66 4.52 4.38 4.50 4.10 4.80 6.91 9.05 2.71 3.77 0.00 2.18 2.41 4.52
GA cWW I1.3 I1.3 121 8.86 6.96 5.14 4.44 3.67 3.67 3.49 3.50 4.33 5.05 6.91 8.82 2.25 2.33 2.18 0.00 0.33 2.41
AG cWW I1.3 I1.3 121 8.82 6.91 5.05 4.33 3.67 3.67 3.50 3.49 4.44 5.14 6.96 8.86 2.33 2.25 2.41 0.33 0.00 2.18
AA cwW I1.4 I1.4 3 9.05 6.91 4.80 4.10 4.52 4.66 4.50 4.38 6.07 6.70 8.18 9.77 3.77 2.71 4.52 2.41 2.18 0.00
The IDI was calculated for each pair of cWW base pair exemplars, as indicated by the column and row labels. Cells in this and other tables are
color-coded to reﬂect the IDI thresholds: (1) red: isosteric base pairs (IDI   2.0); (2) yellow: near isosteric base pairs (2.0 < IDI   3.3); (3) cyan:
non-isosteric base pairs (moderate IDI: 3.3 < IDI   5.0); (4) blue: very diﬀerent base pairs (large IDI: 5.0 < IDI). Base pairs are grouped to form
isosteric and near isosteric blocks. The column labeled ‘LSW’ indicates the isosteric subgroups reported in (1). The column labeled ‘Count’ indicates
the number of instances of the base pair observed in the reduced-redundancy set of structures.
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matrices, examples of which are shown in Table 5, while
the complete sets of matrices for each geometric family are
in Supplementary Data S7. These matrices are used as
follows: suppose that one observes an AU cWW base
pair at a certain position in an RNA 3D structure and
would like to know which base substitutions are isosteric
or near isosteric to it. In this case, one consults the AU
cWW 4 4 matrix (Table 5, left panel) to ﬁnd the IDI
values between all other cWW exemplars and the AU
cWW exemplar. Similarly, one may consult the AG
cWW 4 4 matrix (Table 5, middle panel) to ﬁnd base
pairs isosteric or near isosteric to AG cWW and so on.
Comparison of the GU cWW 4 4 matrix (right panel of
Table 5) with the one for AU cWW shows that while
cWW AC, CA, GU and UG are all near isosteric to AU
(yellow), UG and CA are not isosteric to GU cWW
(cyan). These 4 4 matrices are relevant for evaluation
and reﬁnement of homologous RNA sequence alignments
(see Discussion section).
Updated Isostericity Matrices (IM). The previous section
shows that it is not possible, without loss of information,
to condense the IDI matrix for a geometric family into a
single 4 4 matrix. This is because the IDI is not a tran-
sitive relation. Nonetheless the 4 4 IM, introduced in
previous work to represent the subsets of mutually isos-
teric base pairs in each family, are also useful because they
are so succinct (1). The matrix elements of IM are repre-
sented by ‘Ii.j,’ where i indexes the geometric family and j
indexes the isosteric subset. We have revised and updated
the IM using the IDI values calculated from base pair
exemplars to cluster base pairs in each geometric family
into isosteric subgroups. The updated IM for the tWH
family is shown in Table 6 and the rest of the IM are in
Supplementary Data S6. For most families, the IM chan-
ged minimally, with two or fewer base pairs re-assigned.
More extensive changes were required only for the tWW,
tHH and tWS families.
Base pair frequencies from 3Dstructures
To advance RNA structural bioinformatics, we require
reliable estimates of base pair occurrence frequencies for
geometric base pair families and for base combinations
within each family. The most reliable source for these
data are atomic-resolution 3D structures, available from
the international repositories for biomolecular 3D struc-
tures, the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and the Nucleic
Acid Database (NDB). For our analyses, we restricted
ourselves to 3D structures determined by X-ray crystal-
lography that have resolution better than 4.0A ˚ . Some
poorly modeled structures were excluded, even though res-
olution better than 4.0A ˚ was reported. Because the PDB/
NDB contains multiple entries for many RNA molecules
that diﬀer very little, if at all, in the structures of the
Table 4. Average IDIs within and between geometric families
The values shown in cells along the diagonal are the average IDIs
within geometric base pairing families, while the values shown in oﬀ-
diagonal cells are the average IDIs between base pairing families. For
each pair of families, the minimum IDI was computed between each
pair of exemplars, and averaged over all pairs. The families are
arranged in the matrix to group similar families near one another,
forming two main groups. Each cell is colored according to the scale
on the right. All cells with IDIs above 12 are colored dark blue.
Table 5. Examples of 4 4 IDI substitution tables
IDI substitution tables for AU cWW (left), AG cWW (middle) and GU cWW (right) base pairs.
These tables are speciﬁc to each base combination in each base pair family. Each table shows the IDI
values between the base pair indicated in the upper left cell and all other base combinations in that family
and is color-coded to show which base pair substitutions are isosteric (red), near isosteric (yellow) or non-
isosteric (blue). Left panel: CG, GC and UA are isosteric to AU. Middle panel: GA is isosteric to AG.
Right panel: AC is isosteric to GU. Tables for each combination and each base family are available in
Supplementary Data S7.
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set as described in the ‘Materials and methods’ section
to avoid statistical bias that duplicate structures might
introduce.
Structural analysis to obtain base pair frequencies. The
reduced-redundancy 3D dataset was analyzed to compile
base pair frequencies by base combination and base pair
family. Each PDB ﬁle was analyzed using the structure
analysis modules of FR3D to automatically identify,
classify and list all WC and non-WC base pairs. The
algorithm implemented in FR3D for base pair analysis
has been described (7). The base pairs identiﬁed by
FR3D for each RNA-containing PDB ﬁle are available
at http://rna.bgsu.edu/FR3D/AnalyzedStructures/. The
base pair analysis modules have been reﬁned by carrying
out multiple cycles of manual and automated analysis of
the reduced-redundancy PDB data set. The lists obtained
are in good agreement with lists produced manually by
experts and are improvements over lists produced by
other programs (19).
Relative frequencies of the geometric families from 3D
data. Table 7 shows the occurrence frequencies by geo-
metric base pair family obtained from 3D structures. We
analyzed the entire reduced-redundancy dataset and, sepa-
rately, representative 5S, 16S and 23S rRNA structures
(PDB ﬁles: 1j5e, 2avy, 2j01, 2aw4 and 1s72). Table 7
shows that the rRNA structures are signiﬁcantly enriched
in non-WC base pairs compared to the entire dataset. For
example, 7.3% of the base pairs in the rRNAs are tHS
compared to 4.4% for the entire reduced-redundancy set.
Overall, 67.5% of base pairs in the rRNA structures are
cWW base pairs compared to 76.5% for the entire set.
Base pair frequencies for rRNAs are reported separately
because the rRNAs may be more representative of large,
structured RNAs than the database as a whole.
Among the non-WC base pairs, the tWH, tHS, cSS and
tSS families occur most frequently (shaded cells in
Table 7). The tWH and tHS base pairs frequently occur
together in the same 3D motifs, for example, in the sarcin
and loop E motifs (20,21). The cSS and tSS base pairs
occur frequently in tertiary interactions, where they are
also referred to as ‘A-minor motifs’ (22). These data con-
ﬁrm trends observed with smaller sets of data (19). The
rarest base pairs are the cHH, as expected from the chem-
ical groups involved.
We also report in Table 7 simultaneous 95% conﬁdence
intervals to give an indication of the reliability of the esti-
mated occurrence frequencies. These are appropriate
when estimating multinomial probabilities; each base
pair can come from any of the 12 families, each with a
diﬀerent probability. The intervals are chosen so that, if
new data were collected and these intervals re-calculated,
95% of the time, all 12 intervals would cover their
respective true percentages. We used Quesenberry
intervals, as described in (15), to calculate the 95%
Table 7. Counts and frequencies of base pairs found in RNA 3D structures, by geometric base pair family
Geometric base pairing family Reduced-redundancy PDBs 95% CI 5S, 16S and 23S rRNA 95% CI
Count (%) Lower–Upper Count (%) Lower–Upper
cis Watson–Crick/Watson–Crick (cWW) 10681 (76.49) 75.45–77.50 3443 (67.51) 65.60–69.36
trans Watson–Crick/Watson–Crick (tWW) 170 (1.22) 0.98–1.51 72 (1.41) 1.01–1.97
cis Watson–Crick/Hoogsteen (cWH) 196 (1.40) 1.15–1.72 66 (1.29) 0.91–1.83
trans Watson–Crick/Hoogsteen (tWH) 519 (3.72) 3.28–4.20 227 (4.45) 3.69–5.35
cis Watson–Crick/Sugar edge (cWS) 179 (1.28) 1.04–1.58 94 (1.84) 1.38–2.47
trans Watson–Crick/Sugar edge (tWS) 160 (1.15) 0.91–1.43 74 (1.45) 1.04–2.01
cis Hoogsteen/Hoogsteen (cHH) 5 (0.04) 0.01–0.12 5 (0.10) 0.03–0.33
trans Hoogsteen/Hoogsteen (tHH) 116 (0.83) 0.64–1.08 66 (1.29) 0.91–1.83
cis Hoogsteen/Sugar edge (cHS) 160 (1.15) 0.91–1.43 80 (1.57) 1.14–2.15
trans Hoogsteen/Sugar edge (tHS) 668 (4.78) 4.29–5.33 373 (7.31) 6.34–8.43
cis Sugar edge/Sugar edge (cSS) 610 (4.37) 3.90–4.89 338 (6.63) 5.70–7.70
trans Sugar edge/Sugar edge (tSS) 500 (3.58) 3.16–4.06 262 (5.14) 4.32–6.10
Total 13964 (100) 5100 (100)
For each base combination we report eight numbers; the ﬁrst is the base pair count from the reduced-redundancy set of 3D structures, the second
is the percentage this represents of the total and the third and fourth are simultaneous 95% CI for the frequencies reported as percentages.
The second set of four numbers in each row reports the results obtained only using base pairs drawn from ﬁve representative rRNA structures
[50S H. marismortui (PDB: 1s72), E. coli (PDB: 2aw4) and T. thermophilus (PDB: 2j01) and 30S E. coli (PDB: 2avy) and T. thermophilus
(PDB: 1j5e)].
Table 6. IM for the tWH family determined from IDI values
(Supplementary Data S6)
tWH A C G U
A I 4.3 I 4.3/4.2
C I 4.2 I 4.1 I 4.2
G I 4.5 I 4.3
U I 4.1 I 4.4 I 4.2
IM
The tWH base pairs UA and CC belong to isosteric group I4.1, CA,
CG, UU and AG belong to I4.2, AA, AG and GU, I4.3, while UG and
GG each have their own isosteric groups, I4.4 and I4.5. Note that AG
belongs to two groups, I4.2 and I4.3. The AU, CU, GA, GC and UC
base combinations do not occur in this geometric family and their cells
are shaded gray in the IM.
Nucleic Acids Research,2009, Vol.37, No. 7 2303conﬁdence intervals. Note that for small estimated fre-
quencies, the conﬁdence intervals are not symmetric
around the estimated frequency.
Frequencies of base pairs within each geometric family
from 3D data. Table 8 shows base pair frequency data
for the tWH base pair family. Comparable
data tables for all other base pair families are provided
in Supplementary Table S8. These tables provide base pair
frequency estimates from 3D structures and from rRNA
sequence alignments (to be described below) and 95%
conﬁdence intervals for these estimates as described in
the Methods. Each cell of these 4 4 tables corresponds
to a base combination (AA, AC,...,UU). Each cell
contains data from four sources: (i) rRNA sequence
alignments, (ii) E. coli rRNA 3D structures, (iii)
T. thermophilus rRNA 3D structures and (iv) the entire
reduced-redundancy 3D dataset. In Table 8, we treat
each instance of a tWH base pair in a 3D structure as
an independent observation. In rows 2, 3 and 4 of each
cell we estimate the frequency with which pair XY occurs
as a simple quotient of the number of XY base pairs
observed divided by the total number of tWH pairs
observed, and we use Quesenberry simultaneous 95%
conﬁdence intervals (15) to estimate multinomial fre-
quencies. The calculations of occurrence frequencies
from sequences (ﬁrst row of each cell) will be explained
in section ‘Determination of base pair frequencies within
geometric families from rRNA multiple sequence
alignments’.
Conservation ofbase pair families and isostericity
inalignments of3D structures
Now that we have atomic-resolution 3D structures of
ribosomal RNAs from several organisms, we can compare
them to study sequence variations at the level of 3D motifs
and individual base pairs, as was done for Kink-turn and
C-loop motifs in previous work (23). We ask whether the
base substitutions that are observed for corresponding
base pairs in homologous rRNAs tend to result in struc-
turally similar (isosteric or near isosteric) base pairs. To
make this comparison, we produced 3D structural align-
ments of the best available structures of the 5S and 23S
rRNAs of E. coli, T. thermophilus and H. marismortui and
the 16S rRNAs of E. coli and T. thermophilus
The 3D structural alignments make it possible to iden-
tify base pairs that are likely to be conserved, at the
level of the geometric family, in the respective aligned
sequences.
rRNA 3D structural alignments. A 3D structural align-
ment shows which nucleotides in two or more 3D struc-
tures correspond to each other. It is based on a series of
local superpositions between structural elements of two
structures, nucleotide by nucleotide. 3D structural align-
ments were constructed for the rRNAs of E. coli, T. ther-
mophilus and H. marismortui, using the PDB ﬁles 2awb
and 2aw4 (E. coli), 2j01, 2j03 and 1vsa (T. thermophilus)
and 1s72 (H. marismortui) for 5S and 23S rRNAs and
PDB ﬁles 2aw7 and 2avy (E. coli) and 1j5e, 2j00, 2j02
and 2ow8 (T. thermophilus) for 16S rRNAs. The FR3D
program suite was used to ﬁnd and classify all base pairs
in each crystal structure by geometric family (7). The lists
of base pairs from each structure were imported and
placed in columns of an Excel spreadsheet and manually
aligned, as described in the Materials and methods sec-
tion. The alignments for each molecule, 5S, 16S and
23S, are provided as separate worksheets in the Excel
ﬁle included as Supplementary Table S9. A small portion
of the structural alignment of 23S rRNA is shown in
Figure 3a, along with annotated secondary structures
(Figure 3b) and the E. coli 3D structure (Figure 3c) for
comparison. Although the H. marismortui and E. coli
sequences in this region diﬀer at 13 out of 35 base posi-
tions (marked with shading in the H. marismortui align-
ment and secondary structure), the alignment and
annotated structures show that the geometric types of
the base pairs of the motif are conserved.
Table 8. Base pair counts and percent frequencies for the tWH base pair family, with simultaneous 95% CIs
Count (%) Count (%) Count (%) Count (%) Lower–Upper Lower–Upper Lower–Upper Lower–Upper
5S, 16S and 23S bacterial sequences 5522 (12.4) 4.16–22.58 12 (0.0) 0.00–0.10 61 (0.3) 0.05–0.64 56 (0.3) 0.03–1.02
5S, 16S and 23S E. coli 12 (10.8) 4.81–22.53 0.00–7.29 1 (0.9) 0.08–8.88 0.00–7.29
5S, 16S and 23S T. thermophilus 13 (12.4) 5.70–24.84 0.00–7.68 0.00–7.68 0.00–7.68
Reduced redundancy set of 3D structures 56 (10.8 ) 7.40–15.48 0.00–1.65 11 (2.1) 0.90–4.93 0.00–1.65
5S, 16S and 23S bacterial sequences 5164 (13.5) 5.12–23.62 35 (0.2) 0.00–0.65 268 (2.1) 0.03–6.68 28 (0.2) 0.01–0.51
5S, 16S and 23S E. coli 16 (14.4) 7.18–26.84 0.00–7.29 3 (2.7) 0.58–11.73 0.00–7.29
5S, 16S and 23S T. thermophilus 16 (15.2) 7.60–28.22 0.00–7.68 2 (1.9) 0.31–10.89 0.00–7.68
Reduced redundancy set of 3D structures 62 (11.9 ) 8.36–16.80 11 (2.1) 0.90–4.93 4 (0.8) 0.20–2.97 0.00–1.65
5S, 16S and 23S bacterial sequences 129 (0.3) 0.12–0.56 43 (0.3) 0.01–1.34 930 (2.3) 0.05–7.54 22 (0.1) 0.01–0.31
5S, 16S and 23S E. coli 0.00–7.29 0.00–7.29 2 (1.8) 0.29–10.34 0.00–7.29
5S, 16S and 23S T. thermophilus 0.00–7.68 0.00–7.68 2 (1.9) 0.31–10.89 0.00–7.68
Reduced redundancy set of 3D structures 0.00–1.65 0.00–1.65 14 (2.7) 1.25–5.71 9 (1.7) 0.67–4.39
5S, 16S and 23S bacterial sequences 18529 (63.9) 50.07–76.96 44 (0.1) 0.04–0.25 196 (0.4) 0.11–1.05 1205 (3.6) 0.14–9.84
5S, 16S and 23S E. coli 73 (65.8) 51.75–77.48 0.00–7.29 1 (0.9) 0.08–8.88 3 (2.7) 0.58–11.73
5S, 16S and 23S T. thermophilus 69 (65.7) 51.30–77.72 0.00–7.68 0.00–7.68 3 (2.9) 0.61–12.34
Reduced redundancy set of 3D structures 341 (65.7) 59.33–71.56 0.00–1.65 1 (0.2) 0.02–2.02 10 (1.9) 0.78–4.66
C
G
U
Simultaneous 95% 
CIs
for the point 
estimates
U
Simultaneous 95% 
CIs
for the point 
estimates
A
Simultaneous 95% 
CIs
for the point 
estimates
C
Simultaneous 95% 
CIs
for the point 
estimates
G trans Watson–Crick/Hoogsteen (tWH) A
Each cell contains data from four sources: (1) pink: 5S, 16S and 23S bacterial sequence alignments; (2) orange: 5S, 16S and 23S E. coli ribosome 3D
structure (2avy and 2aw4); (3) yellow: 5S, 16S and 23S T. thermophilus ribosome structure [1j5e and 2j01(11,12)]; and (4) cyan: reduced-redundancy
dataset of PDB ﬁles. For sequence alignments, the counts represent the number of instances of the respective base combination that occur in columns
of the 5S, 16S and 23S rRNA sequence alignments (3,4) that correspond to tWH pairs in the conserved core of the 3D structural alignments.
Corresponding tables for all 12 families appear in Supplementary Table S8.
2304 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 7Figure 3. Part of 3D structural alignment of E. coli and H. marismortui 23S rRNAs, illustrating structural conservation of a complex motif of
Domain I that includes Helix 24. (a) The 3D structural alignment ofcorresponding base pairs from the E. coli (left) and H. marismortui (right)
structures. (b) The annotated 2D structures for E. coli and H. marismortui using the base pair symbols. (c) Stereo view of the E. coli 3D structure,
highlighting bases that diﬀer between structures. The base pairs in the alignment and in the 2D and 3D structures are color-coded by geometric base
pair family. Letters that correspond to bases which diﬀer between organisms are marked in the secondary structure by a magenta circle and in the 3D
structure with thicker lines.
Nucleic Acids Research,2009, Vol.37, No. 7 2305Identifying the conserved core of bacterial rRNAs. The
3D alignments allow us to compare in detail the available
rRNA structures, base pair by base pair, to determine the
helices and 3D motifs that are conserved among the
represented phylogenetic groups. The totality of conserved
helices and 3D motifs between the E. coli and T. thermo-
philus rRNA structures constitutes the conserved bacterial
core of each molecule. The base pairs of the conserved
core were used to obtain base pair frequencies from
rRNA sequence alignments, as described in section
‘Determination of base pair frequencies within geometric
families from rRNA multiple sequence alignments’. The
conserved core that we identiﬁed for bacterial 5S, 16S and
23S rRNAs from the structural alignments comprises,
respectively 94%, 95% and 91%, of the total number
of base pairs present in the respective rRNA structures.
We also measured the IDI between the corresponding
E. coli and T. thermophilus base pairs in the conserved
core of each rRNA.
Base pair discrepancies between aligned positions in the
rRNA 3D structural alignments. Within some otherwise
conserved structural elements, we obtained high IDI
scores for some isolated corresponding base pairs in the
E. coli and T. thermophilus rRNA structures. Each of the
 60 cases with IDI>6.0 was examined manually and
almost all fell into one of four categories. In the ﬁrst
case, which covers about two-third of the instances, the
glycosidic-bond conﬁguration (syn versus anti) is modeled
diﬀerently for one of the corresponding nucleotides in the
two structures. As a result, the structure with the syn base
may lack the base pair entirely, because the bases are too
far apart, or a diﬀerent base pair may result. In the second
case, the local sugar–phosphate backbone is modeled dif-
ferently for the two structures, and again one structure
may lack the base pair entirely or the E. coli and T. ther-
mophilus base pairs belong to diﬀerent base pair families.
In the third case, the base pairs in the two structures
belong to the same base pair family, but are not isosteric.
In the fourth case, the base pairs in the two structures
belong to diﬀerent base pair families, although usually
these are structurally related families.
An example of the ﬁrst case is A353 in 16S rRNA,
which was modeled syn in the E. coli structure but anti
in T. thermophilus As a result, E. coli A353 cannot form
the tertiary cSS base pair with G113 that is observed in the
T. thermophilus structure. We called this and similar exam-
ples, whether they were modeled syn in the E. coli or in the
T. thermophilus structures, to the attention of the crystal-
lographers who solved these structures, for re-examination
of the original or improved versions of their electron den-
sities at these positions. In many cases they agreed that the
conﬁguration of the suspect nucleotide should be changed,
usually from syn to anti. Thus, for E. coli A353, the correct
conﬁguration was identiﬁed as anti (Jamie Cate, Venki
Ramakrishnan and Christine Dunham, private communi-
cations), indicating that the G113/A353 cSS base pair is
conserved between the two structures. In all such cases,
where the crystallographers agreed to change the glycosi-
dic conﬁguration and the change produced a base pair
that agreed with the other structure in the context of an
otherwise conserved motif, that base pairing position was
added to the conserved core. Base pairs revised as a result
of this comparative analysis were included in the align-
ment and are marked with the red text ‘Syn to Anti’
in column ‘O’ of the alignment to indicate revision of
the cited PDB structure (Supplementary Table S9).
However, the IDIs calculated using the original coordi-
nates were retained in the alignment and are reported as
such in column ‘N’.
In a very small number of instances, a syn base present
in one structure results in a base pair belonging to a dif-
ferent family, but one which is structurally compatible in
the structural context. In these cases reconsideration of the
syn conﬁguration was not justiﬁed. For example, G177 is
syn in E. coli and forms a cHW pair with G145 while the
corresponding C177 in T. thermophilus is anti and forms a
cWW pair with G145. Nonetheless, both pairs are accom-
modated in helix 8 (h8) of 16S, because the C10–C10 dis-
tance in cWH GG (11.6A ˚ ) is close to that of the WC pairs
( 10.5A ˚ ) and the syn conﬁguration of G177 guarantees
the strands comprising h8 remain anti-parallel. However,
the IDI in these cases is large.
An example of the second case, where there is a diﬀer-
ence in modeling of the backbone, is the tertiary cWW
base pair A64/U90, observed in the 23S rRNA of E. coli
(2aw4) but not in T. thermophilus 23S (2j01). All other
base pairs of this pseudoknot are present however, and
the A64/U90 cWW base pair is present in the structure
of T. thermophilus 23S rRNA (1vsa) solved by the Noller
group (13). Therefore, we included this base pair in the
conserved core. The third case, where two base pairs
belong to the same family but the base pairs are not isos-
teric, occurs most often at the interface between a helix
and 3D motif. An example occurs adjacent to the internal
loop in h8 of 16S where non-isosteric cWW base pairs
occur at equivalent positions, G148/A174 in E. coli and
G148/C174 in T. thermophilus
The fourth case, where the corresponding base pairs
belong to diﬀerent families and are therefore non-isosteric,
includes  20 instances. Most often these occur adjacent to
3D motifs of the rRNA. An example occurs in Helix 46 of
23S rRNA, where the base pair U1203/U1242 forms a
‘wobble’ cWW in E. coli, while at the equivalent positions
G1203/A1242 forms a tSH base pair in T. thermophilus
When the base pair type changes at two or more base
pairing positions of corresponding motifs in the structures
being compared, we deﬁne the positions as a ‘motif swap’
meaning substitution of one 3D motif by another that is
functionally equivalent. Base pairs that belong to corre-
sponding motifs that diﬀer suﬃciently to be classiﬁed as
motif swaps were not included in the frequency analysis
and will be discussed in future work. A number of discre-
pancies in the structural alignment were due to numbering
errors between the E. coli and T. thermophilus due to
insertions and deletions that were not handled in a con-
sistent manner. These were resolved manually and made
more conserved base pairs available for comparative
sequence analysis.
IDI between aligned base pairs from the 3D structural
alignments. The 3D structural alignment provides a way
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ment using the IDI index. To make this evaluation, we
ﬁrst considered all the aligned base pairs in the 3D align-
ments that belong to the same geometric base pair family.
Table 9 provides frequencies for the possible cases: (i) The
same base combination occurs in both the E. coli and the
T. thermophilus 3D structure; (ii) an isosteric substitution
occurs, as determined using exemplars for the observed
base pairs and the cutoﬀs as set above; (iii) a near isosteric
substitution occurs and (iv) a non-isosteric substitution
occurs. To calculate the IDIs we used exemplars for the
aligned base pairs instead of the original coordinates.
These data show that for 64% of the aligned cWW base
pairs, the base combination is also conserved between the
E. coli and T. thermophilus structures (e.g. UA cWW in
both structures), while for the aligned non-cWW base
pairs the base combination is conserved 85% of the time
(e.g. UA tWH in both structures). The high conservation
of the base combination for non-cWW base pairs is due to
these base pairs usually being involved in more than one
base pair interaction. Of the cWW base pairs where a
substitution occurs, a large majority (24%) involves isos-
teric (e.g. UA cWW aligned to CG cWW) or near isosteric
(10%) substitutions (e.g. UA cWW aligned to UG cWW)
and very few involve non-isosteric (2%) substitutions (e.g.
UA cWW aligned to AA cWW). For the non-cWW base
pairs, when a substitution occurs, a majority (11%)
involves isosteric (e.g. UA tWH aligned to CC tWH) or
near isosteric (2%) substitutions (e.g. UA tWH aligned
to UG tWH), while again only 2% are non-isosteric
substitutions (e.g. UA tWH aligned to AA tWH).
Second, we also calculated the IDI between all aligned
base pairs, whether they are in the same geometric family
or not, using the actual base pairs from the 3D structures.
If isostericity is a valid hypothesis, the histogram of
these IDIs should resemble the upper panels of Figure 2.
The upper-left panel of Figure 4 shows the histogram of
IDIs between all aligned base pairs. Clearly it has a more
pronounced tail than the upper panels of Figure 2. We
manually examined all aligned base pairs with IDI>6.0.
The instances with the largest IDI all have an Anti/Syn
diﬀerence in one base of the two 3D structures. As dis-
cussed in section ‘Base pair discrepancies between aligned
positions in the rRNA 3D structural alignments’ above, in
most of these cases, the crystallographers agreed that the
base in question should be changed from syn to anti,
bringing the structures into agreement. Figure 4 (upper
right) shows the IDIs between base pairs that are aligned
and for which the family is conserved, excluding those
in which an Anti/Syn change was conﬁrmed by the crys-
tallographers. The counts of IDI>6.0 are signiﬁcantly
reduced, but there are still a signiﬁcant number of
counts in the IDI range 2.0–4.0. We split these cases
into two categories and made separate histograms.
In the lower-left panel, we tally instances in which both
the geometric family and the base combination are con-
served. The histogram closely resembles the upper-left
panel of Figure 2. In the lower-right panel, we show
instances in which the geometric family is conserved
but the base combination is not. Relatively few IDIs
exceed the near isosteric cutoﬀ of 3.3, suggesting that,
indeed, non-isosteric substitutions (i.e. IDI>3.3) are
rare when the geometric family is conserved. All in all,
this analysis provides strong support for the isostericity
hypothesis, but also reminds us that restricted regions of
RNA molecules, particularly at the ends of some helices
where most of the cases with IDI>3.3 occur, are not
under as much selection pressure to maintain isosteric
base pair substitutions.
Determination of basepair frequencies within geometric
families from rRNA multiple sequence alignments
The base pair frequency data from the 3D structure data-
base, while very informative, are still too limited to esti-
mate the frequencies of less common base pairs.
Therefore, we turned to the extensive sequence databases
that have been compiled for the 5S, 16S and 23S rRNAs to
leverage the information contained in the 3D structures to
obtain additional instances of base pairs from sequences.
To do so accurately, we restricted our analysis to base
pairs in the 3D structures of 5S, 16S and 23S rRNA
that belong to structurally conserved motifs. This choice
is based on the hypothesis that the base pair geometries of
motifs that are conserved in the 3D rRNA structures of
the distantly related bacteria E. coli and T. thermophilus
will also be conserved in other bacterial rRNAs, which we
know only from sequence data (24). The structural analy-
sis described in section ‘IDI between aligned base pairs
from the 3D structural alignments’ and summarized in
Table 9 supports this hypothesis.
Therefore, we may also reasonably infer that the base
pairs in the conserved core in the 3D alignments are also
present in homologous molecules and are likely to form
base pairs belonging to the same geometric base pair
families. To obtain frequencies for each base pair family,
we tabulated pairs of letters occurring in the columns cor-
responding to each base pair of that type. In this way, each
instance of a base pair in the conserved bacterial core gives
more observations of base pair combinations in that geo-
metric family, so we can leverage the information from
relatively few RNA 3D structures to gather information
from a much larger dataset of RNA sequences. The base
pair frequencies from sequence alignments and from 3D
structures are compared in Table 8 for the tWH family.
Table 9. Comparison of corresponding base pairs in the 3D structural
alignment of E. coli and T. thermophilus 5S, 16S and 23S rRNAs
Comparison of corresponding base pairs from 3D alignment of E. coli
and T. thermophilus rRNAs
Identical
BPs (%)
Isosteric
BPs (%)
Near
Isosteric
BPs (%)
Non-
Isosteric
BPs (%)
cWW base pairs (1307 total) 64 24 10 2
non-cWW basepairs (720 total) 85 11 2 2
Total (2027 base pairs) 72 19 7 2
Row 1: cWW base pairs. Row 2: all other base pairs. Row 3: Combined
cWW and non-cWW base pairs. Exemplars were used to calculate the
IDIs for each aligned position in the 3D alignment to determine
whether corresponding base pairs are isosteric, near isosteric or non-
isosteric.
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base pair families. The Materials and methods section
should be consulted on how we removed redundant
sequences from the multiple sequence alignments used to
obtain base pair frequencies; how base pairs in the 3D
structure were selected for analysis and how we estimated
conﬁdence intervals for the base pair occurrence frequen-
cies we obtained from the sequences and the 3D
structures.
The reliability of the base pair frequencies determined
from the sequence alignments depends critically on the
quality of the sequence alignments. Misleading results
can be obtained if a sequence does not in fact contain
the base pair type inferred from the 3D structures or
if the sequence is not aligned correctly to the structure,
so the wrong base or a gap (‘-’) is placed in one of the
columns. We can estimate the extent to which the data are
aﬀected by such errors by examining the frequencies of
base combinations in the sequences which cannot form
an allowed base pair in the geometric base pair family
that occurs at the corresponding site of the 3D structure.
For example, the base combination GG is not allowed at
cWW base pairing positions, while CG, GA, GC, GU, UC
and UU cannot occur at tHS sites. For the base pairs of
the conserved core, the frequencies of non-allowed base
combinations was <0.6% for all base combinations in all
base pair families, with the exception of cWH AA (2.4%).
In addition, very few gaps (<0.7%) occurred in the align-
ments at the positions included in the frequency analysis.
Base pair frequencies from rRNA. The sequences provide
far more data than the 3D structures and so potentially
provide more reliable estimates and narrower conﬁdence
intervals of base pair frequencies. These data, however,
need some care in their interpretation. First, there are dif-
ferent numbers of sequences in the diﬀerent multiple
sequence alignment, 101 sequences for 5S rRNA, 717
sequences for 16S rRNA and 136 sequences for 23S
rRNA. Second, the columns in the alignment correspond-
ing to each base pair family in the conserved core may
have gaps or letters other than A, C, G, U and these are
counted as missing data for the purposes of this table.
We explain how we calculated the base pair frequencies
from the sequence alignments using the tWH base pair
Figure 4. Histograms of IDIs between actual base pairs in the 3D–3D alignment of E. coli and T. thermophilus 5S, 16S and 23S rRNAs. The IDIs
used in these histograms were calculated before the revision of the 3D structures to correct syn-anti errors. The upper-left panel shows the IDI
between all aligned base pairs, whether in the same geometric family or not. The base pairs with IDI>6.0 are discussed in section ‘Base pair
discrepancies between aligned positions in the rRNA 3D structural alignments’. The upper-right panel shows the IDI between aligned base pairs that
belong to the same geometric family, and the lower panels subdivide these into two cases, those in which with identical base combinations (lower left)
and those with diﬀerent base combinations (lower right). All IDI values above 6 are placed in the rightmost bin in each histogram.
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base pairs in the conserved core of the 5S, 16S and 23S
rRNA 3D alignments, we calculated the frequency (as a
percentage) of each base combination in the correspond-
ing two columns of the multiple sequence alignment. For
each location in the 3D alignment, these frequencies add
to 100%. Then we averaged the 95 sets of frequencies, thus
giving equal weight to each location of a tWH base pair in
the 3D structures, rather than weighting the data by the
number of sequences available at each location. Even
though we have dramatically reduced the redundancy
within the aligned sequences, statistical dependence
exists between the base combinations in the alignment
corresponding to each particular instance of a tWH base
pair in the conserved core. The simultaneous 95% conﬁ-
dence intervals derived from sequences (Table 8, row 1)
are somewhat narrower than the conﬁdence intervals
calculated from the E. coli rRNA structures (Table 8,
row 2) or the T. thermophilus rRNA structures (Table 8,
row 3), but not as narrow as those obtained from the
reduced-redundancy set of structures (Table 8, row 4).
This indicates that using data from the multiple sequence
alignment raises the eﬀective number of observations
above the total number of base pairs of a particular
family in the rRNA 3D structures (i.e. 105 tWH base
pairs in T. thermophilus 5S, 16S and 23S rRNA), but
not as high as the total number of instances of that
family in the reduced-redundancy 3D database (i.e. 519
tWH instances), or anywhere near the observed number
of base combinations from the multiple sequence align-
ments (i.e. 8139 for tWH).
We provide a graphical summary of the base pair occur-
rence frequencies within each family, obtained from
rRNA sequences, in Figure 5. The cWW, tWW, cHH
and tHH families have symmetric base pairs;
for example, each instance of GC cWW is also an instance
of CG cWW. For this reason, we only display the data
on upper right half of the matrices for these families. It
is interesting to note that across the ribosomal structures,
none of the base combinations in these four families
show a 50 to 30 asymmetry due to order in the nucleotide
sequence. For example,  50% of the GC cWW base
pairs have G occurring earlier in the nucleotide sequence
than C, and 50% have C ﬁrst in the nucleotide sequence.
DISCUSSION
We have deﬁned the IDI to quantify base pair isostericity
and to evaluate the usefulness of the isostericity concept
for understanding non-WC base pairs and RNA 3D
Figure 5. A graphical summary of the base pair occurrence frequencies within each base pair family, obtained from rRNA sequence data (data from
Supplementary Table S8). For cWW, tHH, tWH, tHS, tWS and tSS, one base combination accounts for >50% of instances. The gray boxes in each
matrix indicate base combinations that do not form that type of base pair. For example, there is no GG cWW base pair.
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classiﬁcation groups all base pairs into 12 basic geometric
families, according to the interacting edges, WC,
Hoogsteen, or Sugar, and the relative orientations of the
glycosidic bonds. Base pairs within the same family con-
sistently have smaller IDIs than base pairs belonging to
diﬀerent families. Furthermore, the IDI identiﬁes which
base pairs in the same family are isosteric and which are
near isosteric or non-isosteric.
We have chosen the most representative instance (exem-
plar) for each base combination and base pair family and
have presented them in the BGSU Basepair Catalog avail-
able online (http://rna.bgsu.edu/FR3D/basepairs/). Using
the IDI values determined from base pair exemplars, we
have updated the IM for each base pair family. We note
that a single 4 4 IM cannot accurately represent all isos-
teric or near isosteric relationships, because the IDI is not
a transitive measure. Thus, while base pair A can be isos-
teric to both base pairs B and C, B and C are not neces-
sarily isosteric to each other. Clearly the full n n matrices
of IDI values for each family, where n is the number
of base pairs in a given base pair family, are most
useful for RNA structural bioinformatics applications
(Supplementary Data S6).
Using the IDI, we found that almost all base pair sub-
stitutions in the 3D structures of the rRNAs of the dis-
tantly related bacteria, E. coli and T. thermophilus, are
isosteric or nearly isosteric. This result strongly supports
the hypothesis that base pair isostericity is fundamental
for understanding the rules of sequence transformation
during RNA evolution. Isostericity indicates which base
pairs can potentially substitute for each other when a
motif is conserved. However, in a given structural and
functional context, isostericity considerations alone
cannot predict which base pairs substitute for each other
because additional constraints may be at work.
Along these lines, this work shows how isostericity can
be fruitfully applied to produce and reﬁne high quality
RNA sequence alignments based on one or more 3D
structures. The IM can be used to evaluate the quality
of sequence alignments by comparing the base pairs
implied by the alignment with the base pairs observed at
the homologous positions of the available 3D structures.
For each putative base pair in the alignment, the letters in
the corresponding columns can be extracted in the form of
4 4 contingency or covariation matrices and compared
to the 4 4 IDI substitution matrices that correspond to
the base pairs observed in the 3D structures (Table 5 and
Supplementary Data S7). Alignments can be adjusted
iteratively by manual or automated procedures to mini-
mize IDI values at aligned positions in conserved motifs.
We have also used the available 3D and sequence data
to obtain robust base pair frequencies for each possible
base combination in each of the 12 base pair families. For
several of the non-WC base pair families, an important
result is that only one or two base combinations account
for most of the occurrences of that base pair family:
Thus, in the cWH family, UA and GG account
for>70% of base pairs; in tWH, UA>65%; in tWS,
AG and GU>50%; in tHH, AA>70%; in cHS AA
and UG>60%; in tHS, AG>70%; in cSS, CA and
AC>50%; and in tSS, AG>60%. In the tWW family,
AA, AU and GC account for most cases while in the cWS
family, base pairs in which A or C pair with the WC edge
account for most base pairs. Moreover, in most families,
certain base combinations are exceedingly rare. In fact, we
have yet to ﬁnd examples of cWH AU or CU, and these
pairs may not exist to any appreciable extent. Likewise all
the YY combinations in cSS are very rare, and UU has
not been observed.
The frequency and IDI data are most powerful when
used together. For example, all 16 base combinations in
the cSS base pair family form base pairs that are isosteric
to each other. However, certain base combinations occur
very frequently, while others are very rare, if they occur at
all, as noted above. In such cases, scoring schemes for
structural bioinformatics applications and 3D modeling
procedures should beneﬁt by taking both base pair fre-
quencies and IDI values into account.
It is interesting to observe that not all base pairs which
have low IDI occur with the same or comparable frequen-
cies at equivalent positions in structural sequence align-
ments. This is probably due to a combination of
additional factors besides geometry. First, some base
pairs are energetically more stable than others, due to
the types or number of hydrogen bonds they form,
together with diﬀerences in their stacking energies when
forming speciﬁc 3D motifs. For example, 22 base pairs in
the classiﬁcation comprise one strong H-bond and one
weak H-bond involving a polarized C–H bond. In all
cases, the frequencies of these base pairs are signiﬁcantly
smaller than those of isosteric base pairs that have two
strong H-bonds.
Second, other constraints may operate, as when the
base pair contacts other bases or makes base–protein
or base–phosphate interactions. These additional con-
straints may disfavor certain isosteric substitutions.
For example, the cHS AA pair is never observed to replace
cHS UG in sarcin motifs even though they are isosteric
base pairs. The G in sarcin motifs always H-bonds with
its WC edge to a phosphate oxygen in an interaction that
an A cannot make. Furthermore, the U in the sarcin motif
makes a tWH pair with an A on the other strand. Thus,
it is worth reiterating, that the IDI only indicates which
base combinations can substitute for each other in the
absence of additional constraints, but cannot by itself pre-
dict which base combinations will be more common than
others.
This work shows that base pair frequencies in struc-
tured RNAs are very context dependent. This is reﬂected
in the 3D structural alignment of the distantly related
E. coli and T. thermophilus rRNAs, where we observe
that for the majority of aligned base pairing positions,
when the base pair family is the same in the two structures,
the base combination is also the same. This trend is also
reﬂected in the bacterial rRNA sequence alignments. A
preliminary analysis shows that for most cases of cWW
bases for which the base combination is conserved in
homologous sequences, one or both bases participate in
additional base-speciﬁc interactions, such as additional
base pairs, base–phosphate, or base–amino-acid interac-
tions. Base stacking interactions probably play decisive
2310 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 7roles in other cases. We have therefore reported base pair
frequencies from several sources: A reduced-redundancy
dataset of 3D structures from NDB, the E. coli and
T. thermophilus rRNA 3D structures, and the rRNA
sequence alignments. All these data agree, in large part,
within the calculated 95% conﬁdence limits, but these
limits are in most cases fairly wide, for reasons explained
above. We propose, therefore, that for other structured
RNAs, the frequencies from the rRNA sequence align-
ments may be the most pertinent.
CONCLUSIONS
The new RNA structures that are being added to the 3D
structure databases present new opportunities to improve
our understanding of the relationships between RNA 3D
structures, RNA sequence variations in homologous RNA
molecules, and RNA molecular evolution. The geometric
classiﬁcation of RNA base pairs and the isostericity con-
cept provide a framework for using 3D information to
address RNA bioinformatic challenges. A goal of the
RNA Ontology Consortium (ROC) is to create data pipe-
lines to facilitate this process (25). The isostericity rela-
tions and the detailed information from the IDI will be
useful in developing new statistical procedures to identify
RNA sequences in genomes and to more accurately align
homologous RNA sequences using all base pair informa-
tion, including that pertaining to non-WC pairs. These
data are also pertinent for designing and interpreting
mutational studies to determine whether a certain RNA
motif is present in an RNA molecule for which the 3D
structure is not known. Isostericity will also enable us to
evaluate the quality of multiple sequence alignments by
comparison of the implied base pairs to those observed
in relevant 3D structures. Therefore, the frequency data
presented in this article will be periodically updated on the
ROC website (http://roc.bgsu.edu/) as new structures and
improved alignments become available. The procedures
developed here to create and analyze 3D structural align-
ments can be applied to other families of functional RNAs
that occur in diverse organisms, such as self-splicing
introns, RNase P, riboswitches and other structured reg-
ulatory RNA motifs.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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